Development of Pilot Plant for Novel Geopolymer Brick Making Machine
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ABSTRACT

With rapid growing country’s development and rise in construction activity, rising demand of building materials and increased construction wastes have encouraged the development of new building materials. Geopolymer based construction materials such as concrete, aggregate, brick and so on are getting good response by the public especially those in the construction and development industries nowadays. Geopolymer bricks making process consume less energy and low cost in term of raw materials and production compared to conventional bricks. It become a necessity nowadays to provide a machine that produced construction material based on geopolymer that are compatible with geopolymer process that can improved productivity and promote geopolymer construction material to replace conventional construction material. This paper presents the main component, specification and controlling system of the geopolymer brick making machine. This paper also describes the basic operation of the brick produced by using novel geopolymer brick making machine. The capacity production is adequate which has mixing tank capacity of 40 kg per batch with high compaction pressure which is 40 tonne and low curing temperature needed (less than 100 °C) that can produce high quality and environmental friendly brick. The size of the brick produced is 9” x 4” x 2.5” accordance with the standard size based on British Standard BS 3921: 1985.

INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is important towards sustainable development. Sustainable construction can be achieved with the application of tools that deal with the assessment of the whole life cycle, site planning and organization, material selection, re-use and recycling of materials, waste and energy minimization. With the development of building construction activities all around the world, inadequacy of conventional building materials like bricks, cement, aggregates, and so on, have made development of new building materials very important with the aid of modern advanced technologies in the present competitive days of economic liberalization and globalization. The environmental issues are among reason that pressured the industries to provide a product and materials that are more environmental friendly. Ordinary Portand cement (OPC) which is a highly energy intense product that generate CO2 is the binder used in the production of concrete used in nowadays [1]. It is commonly accepted that geopolymer binder is a potential material to be part of the solution due to its lower CO2 emissions compared to OPC concrete [1]. There are a lot of studies that suggest the possibility of CO2 mitigation in cement industry by implementing the advance technology in cement production technology [2, 3, 4]. This can possibly reduce the CO2 emissions level.

J. Davidovits had been the first to developed and introduced geopolymer which is a type of three-dimensional CaO-free aluminosilicate binder, which was developed in the late 1970s [5]. Geopolymer is claimed to possess excellent mechanical performance with respect to high compressive strength, chemical resistant and fire resistant [6,7,8].
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Commercial bricks that usually used in construction are made from ordinary Portland cement (OPC) or clay with sand, which are mixed and molded in various ways and need to be dried or burned [9]. The conventional brick processing process is more complicated and take longer time. Geopolymer bricks are made with less energy and low cost than that needed in production of conventional bricks. The development of geopolymer brick is an important step towards produce bricks with better performance and environmental friendly material. However, studies on the brick produced using the geopolymer were still limited.

In this paper, we will be providing details of component and specification of geopolymer brick making machine. This paper also described the controlling system and basic operation in producing the geopolymer brick by using this novel geopolymer brick making machine.

Main Component and Specifications:

**Mixer:**
The structure of the mixer including mixing tank, spindle shaft, and body of mixer was made with mild steel structure coated with powder coating. The motor installed were spindle motor with 2 horse power helical gear. The speed of motor for mixing process was 10 rotations per minute that can be control with controlling board. The capacity of the mixing tank was 40 kg. The mixing will be transfer from the mixing tank to the moulding component by mini conveyor below the mixing tank. The speed of the mini conveyor can be control with speed controller at the conveyor. The schematic of mixer can be seen in Figure 1 below.

![Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of Mixer.](image)

**Moulding and compactor:**
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of moulding and compactor part of geopolymer brick making machine. The main component of compactor is air cylinder pressing with force capacity of 40 tonne. The size of the mould is 9” x 4” x 2.5” accordance with the standard size based on British Standard BS 3921: 1985 [10]. There are three plates in the moulding and compactor. The first plate is top support plate made with 12 mm steel plate to support the air cylinder presser. Then 12 mm steel pressing plate that hold the top pressing plate and bottom base plate connected with mould made with 15 mm steel plate.

**Extension conveyor:**
Extension conveyor function is to transfer the brick specimen after mould and compacted from moulding and compactor part to curing conveyor oven. As shown in Figure 3, the conveyor belt was made with nylon with aluminum profile frame. The speed of the conveyor can be controlled with conveyor speed controller at maximum speed of 200 mm per second. The stand leveling is adjustable and heavy duty.

**Curing conveyor oven:**
Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of curing conveyor oven part of geopolymer brick making machine. The curing process of geopolymer brick is different than conventional concrete brick where it needs to be cured with heat. For the clay brick, the curing process is divided into two where the brick need to be dried first for 4 to 5
days in order to dry before the brick is baked with high temperature around 980 to 1030 °C for 100 to 130 minutes [11]. Geopolymer brick only need to be heated with low temperature less than 100 °C for 20 to 30 minutes depending on the material and design ratio [12, 13, 14]. The operating temperature capacity for the oven is between 50 °C to 500 °C. The temperature can be adjusted depending on the geopolymer used to produce geopolymer brick. The oven use infrared as the heating element with fiber wool insulated cover. The heating time used for one brick specimen can be adjusted by adjusting the speed of the conveyor. For the conveyor, stainless steel belt was used in this machine.

Fig. 2: Schematic Diagram of Moulding and Compactor.

Fig. 3: Schematic Diagram of Extension Conveyor.
End gravity conveyor:
The component of end gravity conveyor made with from steel coated with powder coating. At the bottom of
the end gravity conveyor, a heavy duty adjustable leveling stand was installed as in Figure 5. The purpose of this
part of geopolymer brick making machine is to roll the end product of brick specimen to be use.

![End Gravity Conveyor](image)

**Fig. 4:** Schematic Diagram of Curing Conveyor Oven.

Control Panel Board:
The whole process of brick making machine is being control either automatically or manually by using
control panel board. Figure 6 below shows the part in control panel board of geopolymer brick making machine.

Basic Operation:
There are 4 component in operation of geopolymer brick making machine in order to produce geopolymer
brick which is preparation of raw materials, mixing moulding and compressing and lastly curing. The operation
was based on manual mode usage.
Raw materials and preparation:
This machine suitable for all kind of geopolymer material which can produce brick such as fly ash, kaolin, calcined kaolin, ground granulated blast furnace, oil palm ash and so on. The machine is suitable to be used with any kind of alkaline activator. The raw need to be prepared based on the mixing design before put into the mixer.

Mixing:
The materials that had been prepared before which are various types of clay, sand, and alkaline activator should be weighed accordingly based on the design ratio. Then the materials need to be put into the mixer by following the sequence which is geopolymer material before sand and lastly alkaline activator accordance to the standard. The sequence is important due to different properties in each material that affect the mixing process. Before mixing it, the sand should be prepared in a right condition that is surface saturated dry. This condition is important to make sure that the sand does not add or absorb any solution in the mix. The source of material need to mix first before the alkaline activator was added to the mix. After all the material already being put into the mixer then press mixer button on. The duration of mixing process is depending on the design ratio and material used. Usually the mixing process does not take more than 20 minutes for each batch [12, 13, 14].

Moulding and compressing:
After the mixing already is mixed, on mixer moving switch then open the nozzle by switching on the nozzle switch. Then switch on upper cylinder button. After an accordance suitable time, switch off upper cylinder and switch on lower cylinder. To move the brick, switch on the mixer moving switch again. Then the brick will be move into the curing oven thru the extension conveyor.

Curing:
For curing operation, the brick will be automatically moved in and out of the oven by the stainless still belt at the curing conveyor oven. The temperature need to be set to required temperature before the brick being pulled into the oven by using oven temperature control at the control board. After the brick finish going thru the curing conveyor oven, the brick end product will go to end gravity conveyor and ready to be use.
Pilot Plant Location and Layout:
The development of pilot plant for geopolymer brick making machine were conducted in collaboration with the King Abdul Aziz City Science and Technology (KACST). The geopolymer brick making machine which being used in this research is being set up in the construction lab facilities at Center of Excellence Geopolymer & Green Technology, Universiti Malaysia Perlis. For the location of the machine, parameter like working space, electricity and other utilities had been considered. The layout of the machine involved arrangement of materials processing, handling, dumping storage, proper arrangement of the machine and related equipment and other facilities.

Conclusion:
The production process to make the geopolymer brick is easy and can produce high scale of brick quantity that can support the demand of the construction industry. The process of geopolymer brick making machine is suitable with geopolymerization process. It is potentially applicable to be used as a substitute construction material to replace commercial brick in the market.
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